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Air Ministry N0.434-0

AIR MINISTRY AND MINISTRY OP HOME SECURITY COMMUNIQUE

During the night there has been very slight enemy activity
round our coasts#

Bombs were dropped at two points in South West England,
causing no casualties and only slight damage.
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BRITISH PRISONERS IN ENEMY HANDS.

Next of kin, if able to identify the men from the information qublishod,
are requested to advise the Casualty Branches of the Services concerned*
forwarding- Regimental or any oilier details.

The follovrinn; is the latest list
from enemy sources:-

IN GERMAN HANDS.

Private S.Harwood (Harewood ?)
Private J.T.Cook (Cox ?)
Marine F.L.Porter
Marine E.J.Charlton
Private J.P.Materen
Private J.Layes
Private G.D .Buchanan

Private L.Glaiser
Marine A.Burdley Bradley
Private E.Williams

Gunner A.E,Forrester
Oorp.S.H.Reith
Private J*Edwards
Private G.Longstaffe
Sergeant J.G.Thoratt

Driver F*G»Thompson
Trooper A.McNess
Private ¥.R.Cullett
Private E.Percival
Private R* Girling
Leading A/I',l A.Cowley

MINISTRY OP INFORMATION.

Ro 55336
7362001

4750475
7375127

Pox 101185
3967522
1Zj.78ij.86
3957469
3667601
4751506
2593163
905318
7887725
7382770
7381860
F.136
Px.76720

of British xorisoners of war as received

4856159
4912264
Ex 5244
Ex 5166

Address undiatinguishalole
TZolverhanpton
Address undistinguishahle
Pontypridd
Dundee
Gateshead

Leeds

Seaton
New Mills

Blackwood

Laxey, Isle of Man

Glamorgan
Wolverhanpton
Grassington
Glasgow
Liverpool
Northampton
Godalmin^
Oldham

Oldham

Portsmouth
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1i.R.11. PRINCE BERNHARD BACK IN LONDON.

H.R.H. Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands has flown back from
Canada to England in. a Bomber.

»

H.RJI. vn.ll immediately resume his duties.

FOREIGN OFFICE NWS DEPAREffiNT
for Netherlands govehdint press service.
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST, OR USE ON CLUB TAPES

BEFORE 003QDBST ON THURSDAY. JULY 3-.

NEW JUDGE OP FEDERAL COURT OF INDIA

(Simultaneous publication in India has heen arranged#

His Majesty the King has heen pleased to approve the appointment of

Sir Muhammad Zafrullah Khan, K*C*S*l*, to he a Judge of the Federal

Court of India in succession to the late Sir Shah Muhammad Sulaiman*

The date on which Sir Muhammad Zafrullah Khan will assume duty in

that capacity will he announced later, hut it is unlikely that his

appointment will take effect until shortly before the resumption of the
sessions of the Court#

INDIA OFFICE.,
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PRESS NOTICE

The Postmaster General announces that on account of

interruption of communications, the postal services, including
the money order services, to Sweden and Finland have "been

temporarily suspended.

GENERAL POST OFFICE
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POLAND AND THE "NEW ORDER"

by General Sikorski.

Following is a script of the speech delivered at a 1.30 p.m.
luncheon today, at the Dorchester Hotel, by General Silcorskit-

The second world war provoked by Germany is no ordinary mr, in more than
the technical sense of the word.

It is a universal revolution, the consequences of which will be permanently
and deeply felt throughout the whole world.

The struggles of nations, races and systems are but the birth pangs of a new

order of things based upon the highest universal human values, which for better or

worse will determine the future of the world.

I would like to emphasise at the outset, that the Polish nation chose

deliberately to take up arms against those who refuse to acknowledge those values
and who would like to put back the clock of history. The Polish nation has endured
in this struggle for nearly two years now, making unprecedented sacrifices in the

common interest. The nation is determined to stand fast in the trench of freedom
and democracy till final victory is achieved, believing that Poland will take an

active part in the final organisation of the continent.

Poland, on whose behalf I have the privilege to address you, has always been

deeply conscious of the conformity of her interests with those of Great Britain,
The circumstance that this coincidence was not sufficiently appreciated by Great

Britain was a source of disappointment for us* We were of the opinion - and I think

recent events have confirmed how right we were - that the limiting of Great Britain’s

safety zone to the Rhine was a fundamental mistake. The immense advance in militaiy
aviation disposed of this question for ever. The armed conflict in which our common

fate is being decided continued while assuming, increasingly the character of a

world war.

During the last ten days or so Russia has entered the ranks of Germany’s
adversaries though up till then she was allied with her. This in itself is a

significant and favourable event, whatever might be said of the wrongs which the

Soviet Government had previously done to the camp of freedom and democracy, when she

seemed not to know which was the proper path for her to take. That path was

determined by the principal aggressor: Nazi Germany.

Now that the Soviet Union stands on the side of the nations opposed to methods

of aggression and of treating international obligations as scraps of paper, we Poles

are entitled to expect that the Russians will not be tardy in restoring Russian-

Polish relations to the legal positions based upon mutual obligations undertaken

during the years 1921, 1932 and 1935 by means of treaties freely concluded and

subsequently violated by the Soviet Union. The restoration of the territories

seized by Russia under the pretence of strategic exigencies will now be only natural

and justified. The Polish prisoners of war and the thousands of Poles deported from

their homes to the depths of Asia, all Poles in prisons, concentration camps or

compulsory labour camps should regain their liberty.

Hitler, faced with the determined and effective resistance of the British, and

with the danger of war against the United States, found himself in a blind alley and

became - if I may say so - the plaything of chance, which is cheating him as it

cheated Napoleon after 1809* He has been obliged to accept a long tern war. The

internal situation in Germany and the inactivity of powerful land armies have forced

him to seek new successes which would favourably impress the imagination of the

masses, who are tired of the victories achieved so far.

I was told recently hy a neutral observer who has travelled in Germany and in

the occupied countries that the people of Germany seemed to him to he more depressed
than any other, and thoroughly aware of the wrongs which it has inflicted on others,

knowing that only complete victory can save it from the ohastisement it deserves.

Hitler, anticipating that the mr oan only he decided hy the conquest of G-reat

Britain, and unahle to starve her, attacked Russia in order to crush her military
forces and to capture food stocks and raw materials Before the United States actively
intervened, aims/The aims
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The aims of his campaign in ‘the East’ are not purely military, He hopes to achieve a

quick and complete victory In Russia, to bring about a revolution in that country
and to introduce his own government not only in a number of lesser capitals but in

Mowcow and Kieff as well. He would threaten the British Islands with invasion

Offering at the same time the Anglos Saxon democracies a compromise peace, which so

far as the Germans are concerned would amount to no more than a treacherous armistice.

He will then make an attempt to intimidate his enemies by pretending that Germany
is ready for a war of attrition, as the Russian conquests will completely counter-
balance' American assistance. On the other hand the more he reaches out for new booty,
the more determined he will be in enslaving further nations and in occupying "by brute
force further territories, the louder will he proclaim his well known slogans, the

diversify and cynicism of which are really worthy of admiration. Thus he talks of

"equality of rights" in the same breath as the "superiority of the Herrenvolk", He
talks of his "living space" and of the "Nobenland" as the abode of the conquered
nations. And finally, there is his notorious "New European Order", with which he tries
to cloak the ancient and primitive Germanic lust for conquest.

The Germans were always known as builders of good barracks and of torerable

prisons. If therefore the new "Home" which we desire to build up in Europe after the

war were to be a huge barracks bearing the inscription: "Believe, obey and keep
silent", in which the terrified citizen would.be submitted to daily drill - then
Hitler might be useful in the elaboration of its plans. If this new order were to be

one morbid prison or a vast forced labour camp for many nations, then this'"Nazi New
Order" with its-megalomania and with all its characteristics of a well planned
systematically organised and scientifically managed prison might become a model for

humanity. '

But let us consider, the aims for which this - planning, applied on such an immense

international scale, is taking place. Its one end only purpose is the exploitation
and tne utterly ruthless abuse of all nations by the "chosen nation of rasters", or

more exactly by the ruling caste, of that nation.

Everything in the -countries of Nazi Europe has been subjected to central

regulation and control from Berlin, The guiding principle of this control is the

extortion of the greatest possible benefits upon which to build the greatness of the

German race which is to rule the world.

Of course, Adolf Hitler is simultaneously attempting to delude the conquered
nations, "If you accept my order -he tells them - there will be no more war in

Europe, The age-long struggle which is • devastating the European countries will come

to an end,"

"You will not be oppressed by unemployment and economic crisis.

"And the menace of social chaos endangered by communism will be removed once '
for all", '■

But we all know full well - after our recent experiences - that the security which

Hitler is able to offer is the security of a manacled prisoner. The eternal peace
which he is offering the European nations is the peace of the dead, marked by a truly
sepulchral silence*

Similarly, the social security which he is able to assure to the workers is the

security, of slavery* A slave is not oppressed by unemployment, he is always fully
employed* He is indeed independent of the fluctuations of trade cycles, but at the
same time he is chained to his work and is forced to perform compulsory labour tasks

indistinguishable from slave labour. It is not this European order which corresponds
to the aspirations and needs of tho European nations.

/The
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The. principles of peace end work, the principles of political and social

security are the foundations of tho hot structure in which wo desire to build

in future the undisputed liberty of nations and the freedom of the individual ,
will hold sway. This is the conception developed by the Anglo-Saxon and all .
the Christian world,, It envisages the"international order as voluntary
collaboration’and government as a duty, as a trusteeship imposing the obligation
of protection, guidance and assistance in the development. of the creative forces

inherent in each nation*

That is why the new order of the world should evolve from the spirit and

the ideas of the British Comonwealth and from the ideals of the great American

democracy, and not from the totalitarian states.

After victory is achieved the decision with regard to the future destiny of

the European continent will rest in the hands of those democracies.

In organising' that destiny it will be necessary to remember that both the

German wars have proved conclusively that it is unnecessary and inadvisable to

define in advance how far the security frontiers of the 17estern democracies

extend. In the past they were not situated on the Rhine, but in 1914 on the Sava

and in 1939 on the Vistula* This proves the undeniable fact that powers with

world wide interests, cannot, without running dangerous risks, define too rigidly
the limits of their own security© The organisation of international security
must be dealt with from a. practical point of view* . 17e cannot solve it .by means

of a political formula, but we must organise an executive with sufficient power

to safeguard a lasting peace*

The second aim of the New Order should be an economic organisation which

would apply on an international scale the principle of planned economy which

today is accepted in practice by the majority of States, For only in this way
will it be 'possible to organise the international exchange of raw materials and

other products rationally and in*the general interests, and to direct investments

into the most expedient channels, On the other hard, by raising the standard of

demands of hitherto backward States we shall solve the problem of unemployment,
which has been a chronic and running social sore in Yfestem countries for the past

twenty years.

Here it is necessary to direct special attention to the market provided by
the hundred millions and more inhabitants of Central, Eastern and Balkan Europe,

They should become a great market for absorbing the manufactures of the highly
industrialised countries, on the condition that international economic

organisation allows them their own consistent development in this sphere.

For their part on the day of victory the continental nations mil conduce

actively to the building of the New Order on the ruins which the Nazi

"New Order" has thrust upon themo The Continental States will unite in federative

alliances, oapable of surviving eooncnic and political crises. The joint
declarations of the Polish and Czechoslovak Governments dated November 11, 1940,
was the first important step in this direction, ir

Poland has always rejected the articles of faith which Nazi Germany and

Bolshevik Russia have attempted to impose upon her. Our feelings about

Oonmunism and Nazism are the same as those of Great Britain, as Mr* Churchill

justly formulated them in
’

his speech on June 22 last. The? Poles are fighting
for national independence, for freedom of conscience,, for ©quality and democracy

based on political security, . "A ..

Our nevf order must be capable of such a life and capable of defence* It xs

flatly contradicted by the German nation, and in particular "by the German youth,

which rejects all principles of co-operation of "the free with the free” as

outworn prejudices* It is intoxicated -with delirious chauvinism. For this reason

it constitutes a menacing danger to all humanity and to its development. along

the roads of progress. In order to assure that development an extraordinarily

intelligent and harmonised effort is necessary, hrhis truth must he faced

squarely if in<the'future we are not to commit the old mistakes and return to

the old delusions,,

POLISH KCNISTIff OP BTFORFATION.
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VICE CHIEF OF CANADA «S GENERAL STAFF IS Hi BRITAIN.

Brigadier Kenneth Stuart, D,S, 0,, M.C*, Vice Chief of Canada* s

General Staff, has just arrived in Britain by trans-Atlantic bomber

to confer vd-th Canadian military leaders in this country. He

accompanied Mr. C.G. Power, Canadian Air Minister,

Brigadier Stuart*s visit is in line v/ith the policy of the

Canadian Army to maintain a close link between the forces on both

sides of the Atlantic,

"My visit to Great Britain", said Brigadier Stuart on arrival,
"is merely a routine liaison trip connected with training, armaments
and equipment.

"My task in respect to training is to give General McNaughton,
Commander of the Canadian Corps, and General Montague, the Senior

Officer at Canadian Military’Headquarters, a verbal picture of our

training programme in Canada, and to obtain their views as to any

alterations or additions that may be desirable in order to ensure

that the training of the Canadian soldier is in accordance with

present requirements and follows a progressive course from the time

a soldier enlists in Canada until ho engages the enemy in battle.

"I would like to stress the fact", he continued, "that ry visit

does not represent a new departure. It merely represents a con-

tinuity of policy.

"Both General Crerar, the Chief of the General Staff and Colonel

Lawson, the Director of Military Training have visited Great Britain
within the past year with similar ends in view.

"In respect to armaments and equipment, my task is primarily to

get first hand knowledge of the details and functions of new models,
and to ascertain trends of thought in connection with probable or

possible future developments,”

dominions. OFFICE. PRESS SECTION

(On ’behalf p¥ (jamlian Military H>Q.)
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MIDDLE EAST COMMUNIQUE,

The following official communique was issued from British

G-.H.Q., Cairo today.

LIBYA

No change

ABYSSINIA

Da the area, west of LAKEMTI

satisfactorily.
operatiors are continuing

SYRIA

British troops have recaptured a position overlooking Palmyra
which we had temporarily lost as a result of a Vichy counter attack.

In the Damascus sector our troops repulsed an attack on NEBEK. During
this action several enemy tanks were destroyed and one was captured
in running order.

In the central sector no change.

On the coast, further local advances have been made.

MINISTRY OP DEFORMATION (MILITARY AFFAIRS).
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Air Ministry Bulletin No. U3U3*

IT* PAUL’S TABLET TO COMMEMORATE U. S> PILOT OFFICER.

The Secretary of State for Air, Sir Archibald Sinclair,
will unveil a commemorative tablet to the late Pilot Officer

W.M.L* Fiske, R O A*F O , in the crypt of St* Paul’s Cathedral
at 11*30 a*m, on American Independence Bay, Friday, 4th July*

Mr* J.G* Winant, the American Ambassador, and leading
members of the American colony, will be present. The Chief

of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal Sir Charles Portal also
hopes to be present.,

Flight Lieutenant Piske was the first American-born
pilot of the R,A,F, to give his life in the s ervice of this

country* He was killed in action in August, 1940, during
the Battle of Britain.
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SALES OF OATS AMD MIXED CORN.

Farmers selling oats or mixed com-during July, 1941, for delivery in that
month, will be allowed cereal coupons, available for the purchase of an equivalent
quantity of bran, on application to their Agricultural Executive Committee, Such

application must be accompanied by sales certificates from approved buyers. This
exchange should make it possible for farmers who have retained oats for feeding
their horses or other stock to pla.ee part of the oats at the disposal of the
Ministry of Food to meet urgent requirements. This arrangement will not apply
to a sale made in fulfilment of an undertaking given by the farmer to sell grain in
consideration of coupons advanced to him during the first rationing period.

JULY RATIONS FOR HIGH YIELDING HERDS.

It has been decided to extend the principle of giving allowances of concen-

trates to high yielding dairy herds. Dairy farmers will be able to obtain during
July additional rations of 14 lb, or 28 lb. pier cow where the average daily yield
of the herd (including dry cows) during May was in excess of 3g or 4 gallons
respectively.

The revised allowances for July will, therefore, be as follows

Average yield per cow

per day in May

Allowance per cowAJJ.owa.ncc per cow

per noni-t.

lb.
28Over 2 gallons

oJL ti
*-2 42
3 56
A " 70
4 84

SUPPLEI jENTARY RATIONS FOR DAIRY COWS.

Although grazing is generally adequate during the summer to provide for
maintenance and milk production, it deteriorates as the super advances and this
deterioration is not uniform over the whole country. In order to enable County War

Agricultural Executive Committees to provide extra rations in cases of proved need,
a small reserve is being placed at their disposal. Dairy farmers whose pasture
deteriorates after the end of June and who must have additional concentrates to

maintain milk yields should apply to their County War Committees. Application may
also be made where there is a proportion of very high-yielding cows in the herd or

where there was an exceptionally large number of dig/- cows in the herd in the month

upon which milk yield supplements ore calculated.

The size of the reserve in each county will depend upon the number of cows in

the county, and the normal quality of summer grazings. A larger reserve is being
allowed to those counties which did not benefit by the -g- cwt. per cow additional
basic.issue made in May. The reserve at the disposal of each County Committee is,
however, limited and farmers should only apply for an issue from it if they are in

real need.

INDOOR SEEDING OP CLAVES,

In certain districts it is usual to feed calves indoors during the months of

July to September owing to the prevalence of "husk" or "hoose" and the consequent
risk to calves on pasture. Farmers who normally adopt this practice may be allowed

coupons at the rate of 42 lb, per calf per month during that period. They should

make application cachnmonth to their County War Agricultural Executive Committee,
stating the number of calves of 6 - 12 months .which are being fed indoors on

account of the prevalence of "husk" or "hoose",

AJtlovmnces of 42 lb# of calf food per month are already riven for calves under

6 months old. These allowances vd.ll Ido continued during July, August A September*

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENTS AND NINISTRT OP POOD.
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Air “Ministry News Service, Air Min istry Bull etin No.,U3UU.

SOUTHAMERICAN GUESTS AT R.A.P. STATIONS.

The mission of South American air force officers which has

arrived in this country, has visited two fighter stations of the
R.A.P.

The party was received at the first station in the Home

Counties by the Station Commander, Group Captain Broadhurst, D.P.C.,
whose award of the D.S.O. was announced this morning. After an

inspection of the Guard of Honour by General Bilbao, the head of

the Mission, the party visited the photographic section, where they
saw several interesting camera shots of enemy aircraft being shot
down.

At the butts some of the party fired the battery of eight
Browning machine-guns from the cockpit of a Spitfire,

They saw a display given by Spitfire squadrons, and were much

impressed by the rapidity with which the squadrons took the air,
and the perfect formation kept.

The members of the Mission were later introduced to Squadron
Leader Pindlay Boyd, D-P.C., commanding one of the squadrons, and

to some of the pilots, including Plight Lieutenant Lock, D.5.0.,
D-P.C,

The party visited a second fighter station where they were

received by Group Captain Barwell. D*F-C., Here Gome of the

visitors fired the cannon guns in a Spitfire and inspected a

Hurricane and a Defiant, They saw a squadron land after a sweep

over Prance; the squadron reported that they had flown well
inland, but had not seen a single enemy fighter.

The party met other pilots including Wing Commander .Maian,
D.5.0., D.F.C., at this station.

They were most interested to hear at first hand from

pilots using cannon guns how effective these were- This was

demonstrated by the appearance of a Spitfire whose spinner was

completely covered with oil as a result of an Me-109 having been
blown up by a hit from a cannon shell.
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST, OR USE ON CLUB TAPES BEFORE

00.30 D.B.S.T, ON THURSDAY, JULY 3.

LARGEST CANADIAN CONTINGENT ARRIVES.

Defying Nazi attempts to blockade Britain, the largest contingent
of Canadian troops has just arrived safely in Britain.

It includes many thousands of men - black-bereted tank men,

engineers, husky lumberjacks of the Canadian Forestry Corps, gunners,
infantry reinforcements, nurses, army doctors and representatives of

almost every other branch of the Canadian Army. Hundreds of airmen

were also aboard.

Canada is training an increasing number of panzer troops to handle

the big new tanks which have just begun to ccme off the Canadian

production lines.

As the months go by, more and more men and tanks are expected to

cross the Atlantic to strengthen the defences of Britain. The thousands

of tank men who have just arrived in Britain are but the advance guard
of Canada’s armoured forces.

The troops were officially welcomed by Mr. Geoffrey Shakespeare,
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, Rear
Admiral Sir Arthur Bromley, K.C.M.G., and Canadian Government

representatives. ,

DOMINIONS OFPICE PRESS SECTION,

(ON BEHALF OF CANADIAN lULITANY H.Q )
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Air lUnistry No. 4345.

I'gDDLE EAST OOIiOTinUE,

H.Q,, R.A.F.,
laddie East,
Wednesday, July 2.

Aircraft of the Royal Air Force and Royal Australian Air Force

carried out a number of attacks on aerodromes and other military
objectives in Syria yesterday. At Rayak, two unidentified aircraft

were burned out on the ground and four Potez 63’s were badly damaged.
Two light tanks and twenty large motor transport vehicles were also

machine-gunned and put out of action on the roads in the same area.

Royal Air Force bomber aircraft made a heavy attack on the

barracks and stores buildings at Palmyra aerodrome and obtained several
hits on both targets. The fort and citadel at Soueida were also hit

by a number of bombs. The aerodrome at Aleppo was also repeatedly
bombed and machine-gunned. Fires were started among dispersed
aircraft, at least one of which was destroyed and a number of Bloch

17's were badly damaged by machine-gun fire.

During the night of the 30th June/lst July, Royal Air Force

bombers carried out an attack on the harbour and shipping at Beirut.
Hits were seen on the main docks and central quays and near ships which

are believed to have been damaged.

One Messerschmitt 110 wss shot down yesterday (in addition to

those reported in yesterday’s communique as having been destroyed)
while attempting to attach ships off the Cyrenaica coast.

From all operations our aircraft returned safely.
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST, OR USE ON CLUB TAPES

BEFORE 00.30 D.B.S.T. ON THURSDAY, JULY 3.

W.E, ROOTES IS DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF SUPPLY COUNCIL.

The Minister of Supply, Lord Beaverbrook, has made the following
appointments 2-

Mr, William E. Rootes to be Deputy Chairman of the Supply
Council, The Minister himself is Chairman and Mr, Rootes will

act for Lord Beaverbrook in his absence.

Mr, Oliver Lucas to be Adviser to the Minister on Development
and Design, and to be a member of the Supply Council,

Mr, Y/illiam E, Rootes, Chairman of Rootes Securities, Limited,
London, is one of the greatest driving forces in British industry. He

has done magnificent work in connection with the production of aeroplanes
and aero engines and is President of Aero Engine Shadow Group,

In addition to controlling eighteen important motor manufacturing
and distributing companies, including the well-known Humber, Hillman,
Sunbeam-Talbot and Karrier concerns, Mr, Rootes is President of the

Motor Export Group, He is also Chairman of the Motor Vehicle Transport
Maintenance Advisory Committee, recently appointed by the Minister of

Transport and Minister of Supply. For many years past Mr, Rootes has

taken a prominent part in the development of Britain* s motor export
trade, and has travelled extensively overseas on the industry*s behalf•
He is I+6 years old and has two sons serving in the Forces.

Mr, Oliver Lucas is Deputy Chairman and Joint Managing Director

of Joseph Lucas of Birmingham, a firm making in various places a vast

range of components and instruments for armoured fighting vehicles and

aircraft, Mr, Lucas himself is one of the leading technicians in the

country.

MINISTRY OF SUPPLY
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PRODUCERS ’ PRICES FOR EGOS.

The Ministry of Food explain that under the egg control scheme, the

producers will receive during 6 months Spring and Summer period an

average price of 2/8d per dozen eggs and during the 6 months Autumn and

Winter period 3/5d per dozen. Averaging the whole year, these prices,
after allov/ing for the lower production of eggs in Winter, are equivalent
to 2/lld per dozen. A direct comparison with pre-war prices is

impracticable,

The average country markets price per dozen eggs over the year
received by producers during the three years 1937-39 was 1/4/d per dozen.

MINISTRY OF FOOD.



No- 28.2.7.U.

The War Office announces that General Sir Robert H* Hairing, K*C*B*,
D#S*o*. has "been appointed Intendant General in the Middle East, with

effect from 19th May, 1941*

WAR OFFICE*
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MINISTRY OF HOME SECURITY COMMUNIQUE.'

Up to 8 p,n, there had been no report of bombs having been
dropped on any part of this country.



No. 50.2/7/41

Air Ministry No. 4347

AIR MINISTRY COMMUNIQUE

This afternoon Blenheim aircraft of Bomber Command with a

strong fighter escort attacked the aerodrome at Merville near Lille,
Bombs burst on the runways, on buildings and among dispersed aircraft.

A railway junction south-east of Lille was also bombed.

Heavy opposition from the enemy's ground defences was encountered

and a large number of enemy fighters tried to interfere with the

operations. They were beaten off with heavy loss.

Seventeen enemy aircraft were destroyed, fifteen by our fighters
and two by our bombers.

Two of our bombers and seven fighters are missing.
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CORRECTION TO AIR I MINISTRY NO, 434-5 (H.-Q.1.N0. 25 CF TODAY).

ReA,F. HIDDIxE HAST. CQS/lUUIQUE,-

The Penultimate paragraph should begin: "One Messerscbmitt
110 i?as shot dor/n the day before yesterday ..." (instead-of
"yesterday 1').

AIR AFFAIRS.
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BRITISH PRISONERS IN ENEMY HANDS.

Next of kin, if able to identify the men from the information

published, arc requested to advise the Casualty Branches of the
Services concerned, forwarding Regimental or any other details.

The following is the latest list of British prisoners of war

as received from enemy sources

IN GERMAN HANDS.

Sgt. Kenneth Charles
, , Yardley Wood,

Herbert RAY/LINGS Birmingham, 14*

Squadron-Leader Frederick 28 Hays Mews,
Anthony BOLER Hayfair,London, W. 1.

Pilot Officer Anthony 49 The Ridge, Orr,
Barclay TRENCH Hastings.

Sgt. E. SPENCER 266 Thimblemill Road,
Smethwick, Staffs.

Sgt. Edward Alan 423294, c/o Air Ministry,
JEWSON London.

Sgt. Joseph Alan Cleater Moor,
DAVIS Cumberland.

Sgt. Francis Charles SNOOKS Reginald House,
Badminton Road, Down

End, nr. Bristol.

Sgt. Raymond Edward DRAKE Waterhall, Hengravo,
Bury St. Edmunds.
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BRITISH PRISONERS IN ENEMY HANDS

Next of kin if able to identify the men from the information published,
are requested to advise the Casualty Branches of the Services concerned,
forwarding Regimental or any other details.

The following is the latest list of British prisoners of Y/ar as received
from enemy- sources: -

IN GERMAN HANDS

NAME NWBER HOME TO'J.N

Sapper F*P. TIMINS test Bromwich
Private YA, STANFORD 3967356, Hammersmith, L ondon

Gunner C. KAYE 902362 Liverpool
Rifleman H» JENKINS 6897119, - Holbom, London
Gunner T.H« SNAPE 1440411 Clitheroe, Lancs
Gunner J. -7EBSTER 144-1335 Clitheroe, Lancs
Gunner A* HEADLE 1446931 Clitheroe, Lancs
Gunner G.H. TOMLINSON 1463583 Haslington, Lancs
Bombadier J. WISH 1463572 Darwen,Lancs
Lance-Corporal V.YOUNGMAN 766960 Birmingham
Private G.ANSLON 4861659 Skipton, Yorks

Private U.H.PROZEN 2979225 Devonport
Marine S«, A. ATKINS EX2029 Atherstone, Marwick

Marine G* ■ HAMBLETON EX2077, Stoke-on-Trent

Private V. DAVIS 4077327 Aberystwyth S.. kales

Private H. HACTION 2754862 Dundee

Gunner H.J.NE.diAN 853881 Swansea

Corporal R.F. EMERY 5619377 Ilfracombe

Lance-Corporal I.T.CLOUG-H 4861611 Lee

Rifleman J.A.B. NYERS 6897655 Holbom, London
Gunner R.P. GARRINGHAIi 1532214 Bentley, Lancs

Lance-Corporal K.MOUNTCASTLE 6898091 Brislington, Bristol

Lance-Corporal J.TTARDLO.r 2756420 Hurst

Private JW T. LEVOS 4975462 Sorley

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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EAGLE SQUiiDRCIM PI ACTION

Pilots of Fighter Command carried out more offensive sweeps in occupied
France today, and on one of them escorted bombers to a target 50 miles inland,

‘Sixteen enemy fighters were destroyed (in addition to the 'two shot down.by the

bombers) and many more probably destroyed. Eight of our. fighters and two bombers

a!re missing.

One squadron of Spitfires shot "down four of the enemy without loss to itself,
a Sergeant Pilot destroying two of them with one burst, and the American Eagle
Squadron, on their first big operation, destroyed three Me* 109 s s.

Our pilots reported more opposition from German fighters than of late, and

one of them described the scene as "just like the old Dunkirk days."

Of the three enemy aircraft destroyed by the Eagle Squadron, two were shot

down by two young American pilot officers who claim their first victims, and the

third was destroyed by the English leader of the squadron.

Their action began when the British bomber formation had reached its

objective, and had begun the attack. As bombs started to fall, approximately 60

Me, 109*3 flying in sections of four, sought to engage the protecting Fighter
Squadrons, A series of running combats followed which continued until the bombers

had completed their mission and had regained the French coast on their homeward

journey.

One Me, 109 was. quickly accounted for by the leader of the Eagle Sqtadror& who

caught it with a short burst of fire as it flew directly across his gun sights. The

enemy fighter at once half-rolled and, with black smoke pouring from it, dived into

the ground where it was seen to burst into flames.

A few minutes later, another pilot intercepted an Me,109 as it dived towards
the bombers he was helping to protect. Four bursts of fire from the fighter s ent

the Me, crashing to the ground near a cross road.*

As the British bombers, with their escort in close attendance, fought their

way back towards the French coast, they were constantly harassed by the enemy ?
s

fighters* A determined attack on the Bombers by two Me* 109* s was broken up by the

youngest member of the Eagle Squadron, As he turned to attack one of the Me’s,
he was caught by a burst of fire which s everely damaged his machine but he hung on

to his opponent, followed him down as he dived away and, closing to short range,
shot off one of his ailerons, leaving a large gap in the wing. The enemy pilot
tried to pull up into level flight but his damaged wing dropped, his cockpit hood

broke off and the aircraft went diving towards the ground on its side. At 5,000
feet the pilot baled out, and the young Eagle pilot climbed away to regain position
with his squadron.

"The pilot seemed to float out of his machine," said the American on his
return, n "X didn*t wait to see what happened to his aircraft, because X was quite
satisfied that X got him,"

Two more Me f
s, though not claimed as destroyed,were severely damaged by the

American pilots. One, caught while attempting to attack a bomber from astern, wa®
last seen with its undercarriage down and diving steeply towards Hie ground. The

other, fired on at close range by one of the Eagle pilots as it ms attacking one

of his squadron mates, was also sent diving steeply earthwards.

The English Sergeant Pilot who scored the only "double" of the day got both
his victims with the same burst from his cannon. He said afterwards: "X saw two
Me• 109 X’ s, diving down about 500 yards in front of me and I opened fire. Both of
them flew through the stream of shells from my cannons.

/’When I
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"When I was next able to look at them I saw a parachute open 10,000 feet
below. At the same time there were two simultaneous splashes in the sea as

the two Me * s went down.”

A Wing Commander who shared one victory with a young Sergeant Pilot said:
"There were 20 odd 109 *s knocking about in pairs. The Sergeant and I attacked

one 109 together. I saw my cannon shells bursting in front of the cockpit,
Clouds of black smoke came out and bits of the aircraft went flying into the

air, . Them it flipped over into a vertical dive and went into the ground,"
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U.S, REVOLVERS FOR BRITISH HONE GUARD

Revolvers are to be given to Er: tain’s Home Guard by people living in the State
of New York.

Recently, Mr. Yates, Director of the County Defence Council, New York State,
wrote to fir. Malcolm MacDonald, United Kingdom High Commissioner in Canada, saying
that a number of people in the neighbourhood wished to hand over their revolvers to

the British Home Guard. The weapons, said the letter, are in good condition.

A telegram has now been sent to Mr. MacDonald informing him that Mr. Yates’ offer

is gratefully accepted by the War Office. Dominions Office Press Section. M.0.1. - A

CONTROL OF APPLES, PLUMS, AND DAMSONS.

The Ministiy of Food announces that the prices of apples, plums and damsons arc

to be controlled throughout the forthcoming season.

Growers and distributors will be consulted on the necessary arrangements.
Ministry of Food. M. 0,1M,o. I. - 2.

MORE JAM FROM CANADA.

The Canadian Red Onoss is sending 300,000 pounds of fruit, in the form of jam,
to Britain during the 1941 season.

Red Cross branches, and Women*s Institute in fruit growing districts across Canada

have organised canning kitchens, for which the Red Cross are supplying cans, cartons

and labels, while the Women * s Institutes are giving sugar, fruit and labour.

The Project, which has the support of every province, is greatly stimulated by
the success of last year, when the women of Ontario and British Columbia canned

125,000'pounds of fruit, most of which was shipped to Britain.

Dominions Office^Press Section,(On behalf

SPITFIRE TO BE NAMED "OWERRI"

"Owerri" is the name to be given to one of the latest Spitfires of the R.A.F, as

"an appropriate testimony to the generosity and public spirit of the people of the
Province of Owerri, Nigeria" who subcribed to the purchase of a Spitfire as a

contribution to the war effort. Colonial Office Press Section, M# o* I, -A.

£50,000 PROM KENYA

A fifth instalment of £lO,OOO has been contributed by the Kenya Central War Fund,
bringing the total subscribed since July 1 940 to £50,000.
Colonial Office Press Section. M, o»I« 5^

UMTATA VAR FUND

The people of the Transkeian Territory in the Union of South Africa have

contributed, through the Umtata War I llund, £5OO towards the purchase of Spitfires and

£2OO for the Air Eaid Distress Fund. Dominions Office Press Section. M*o. I« - 6.



on trailers. Two scini-skillcd rough Centro Lathe Tumors have boon upgraded
to Grinders.

Cutter Grinder, paint spraying, fitting mud guards to trailers, drilling and

lining "brake shoes, drilling and tapping details and the wiring of stop lights

MINISTRY OF LABOUR & NATIONAL

SERVICE—Press Notice

10/2,7.41.

The employment of women in the Engineering and allied industries.

The following statement is issued to provide further illustration of the

variety of jobs - many of them of a high degree of skill - now being performed
by women in the engineering and allied industries.

The illustrations are typical of a very large number of instances known to

the Ministry of Labour, They are a tribute both to the women, and also to the

adaptability and resource of the firms concerned.

Firm A,

This firm were eventually convinced of the feasibility of employing women

in works where previously women would never have been considered. At a recent

date over 500 were employed. The following give some instances of type of work

on which they are engaged: -

Manufacturing Steel Drums - Women are carrying out practically all operations
in this Works - 900 of the production is by
women. They are also Bag Filling, Trucking and

manhandling sacks up to 1 cwt.

Electricians and Fitters are assisted by Women Mates,

Women arc working in the instrument room, and adjust gauges in different

parts of the plant.

All the training is done by the firm, a woman being allowed a few days on

the plant before deciding on the work she would prefer to undertake.

The firm propose to continue with the policy and a further 800 women will

be taken on.

Firm B.

Women are now employed as operators of Milling, Machines in Turbine Blade

Sections work formerly accomplished by men. One woman is now assembling
Turbine Blades into Rotors,

Firm C.

A woman lias been trained as a Drop Stamp Driver and is doing remarkably well

both in driving and in assisting with fixing of tongs and removing of the

forging. The only job on which she was relieved was the removal of the billet

from the furnace. The experiment has been so successful that it is proposed
to train 4 more women for this work.

Firm D.

Work of urgent and highly skilled nature. With exception of foreman and

setters whole of machine work in Admiralty Section is done by women, including
2 Centre Lathes, Router, Hand Miller, Capstans and Tapping Machines,

Firm E.

Much has been done in up-grading women. Women on Centre Lathes are doing
well on production of square thread screws, bushes, brake pins, etc. Others

arc doing equally well on millers and capstans. Female labour is employed on

Firm F.

Extensive use of female labour on Rotol Hubs.

1.
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Drilling and Milling. ViTomen employed on some of the Radial Arm Machines

on fairly large work. They are also employed on Cam Milling and it is

proposed to employ them on 2 pillar drills, on horizontal plane millers for

facing engine breech ends and heads and on drilling cylinder heads and small

liners, and plain grinding.

Firm G.

Girls on Centre Lathes turning Dies for Drop Forgings.

Firm H*

axles for railway rolling stock.Women on Pittier Turret Lathes, turning a:

Firm I*

Women turning and milling in the Tool Room,

Firm J.

Women employed in the fitting and assembly of carburettors of different

types, and their controls, principally large carburettors for aircraft.

Firm K.

Turning on Centre Lathes including Rivet Precision Lathes.

Grinding on Heald Internal Grinding Machines as well as on Brown and

Sharpe plain, universal and surface grinders.
Thread Gauge Grinding.
Inspection on thread gauges by means of optical instruments.
Inspection by means of comparator gauges.
One woman does all thread calculations*
One woman operates a small Hauser jig borer.
One woman can grind to a limit of .00004’' *

Firm L*

In the Grinding Section of the Tool Room girls were grinding tlie punches
which have a complex taper by means of former abrasive wheels on Newall
machines* Others were doing internal and surface grinding-.

Women were also employed on inspection in the Tool Room and on lapping the

bores of tapered dies.

. .
... -oman

ghly
“'

In the Tool Room are employed both a forewoman and an assistant forewi
whose technical abilities were very highly spoken of*

Firm M* (Emergency Tr Centre

The Centre had just turned over to the training of women and the Chief

Instructor had been very much opposed to the change* After the women had been

there a week, lie confessed himself completely converted owing to their keenness

and the great interest they showed in their work* He estimated that at the end

of their first week, the women were as far advanced as men in their third week*

Firm N»

Grinding rocker levers by hand against an abrasive wheel to very fine limits.
Gear tooth grinding - including setting up*

Grinding the edges and roots of gear teeth by means of De Soutar
pneumatic tools*

Brazing oblique branches into conduit tubes for electrical connections*

Bending oil and water pipes with very elaborate bends in different planes,
working to a template*

Firm 0.

Women toolmakers working from Blue Prints*

Firm P,

Women turret and capstan operators are being trained to do their own

setting where possible and it is intended to have only 1 setter on each shift to
look after 22 machines*

24



Firm Q»

Women welding Inconel Steel (exhaust manifolds),

Firm R.

Women arc employed screw-cutting, soldering arc welding and thread milling.
As Grinders, women work to extremely fine limits on Bren Gun platforms.

Firm S,

Women are working on filing, fitting bolts and studs, assisting in the

assembly of engines and as coppersmiths assistant.

Firm T.

About 9,000 employees of whom 4,300 are women. The electrical side of

the work is particularly well adapted to women, especially the manufacture of
radio transmitters and receivers for aircraft; in this shop dilution is almost
10C$.

Some of the women are expert solderers and the foreman states that they
practically never have a "dry joint". Much of the coil winding is done with

extraordinarily fine wire, which requires a very delicate touch to ensure the

right tension.

In the Testing Bay, all the testing is done by women, except for the last
test of all, which is done by the Robot Tester, The girls are specially
selected ones who have acquired their A«I,D, (approved) stamp.

Women do a great deal of machine work, some on complex machines (on one

machine 12 different tools come into operation) , Women were also doing a

number of operations on small fuel pumps of the radial vane type for aircraft.
One girl was milling the pump body castings and doing her own setting up;
another was grinding the sliding vanes to a limit of ,0005”. Flanges at the
end of the pump had to bo ground to a high degree of smoothness and flatness to
make a running joint with a carbon ring.

Firm U.

Women are employed on turning and milling for engineerl s tools, cutters,
reamers, drills etc.

Press Office,
Ministry of Labour and National Service,
Montagu House, Whitehall, S*W.l.

Tel No: Whitehall 6200*

2nd July. 1941.
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